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If you are looking for a complete software solution,
you are at the right place
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Integrated Database: Enfotek EDS, stores order, cost, raw material,planning and 
production data in a detailed relational structure.

“New Business” Modeling: Prior to deployment, company’s business process is 
studied and best methods are identified.

Work Organization: Management works with the task distribution itdesires.

Lateral Inspection: There is fast and accurate information flow for both between 
managerial levels and between departments and units.

Process Planning and Monitoring: Enfotek EDS automatically plans processes 
and authorizes users for every order, notifying delays and otherissues.

Enfotek is producing customized software solutions for exporting or domestic 
businesses of every size. Enfotek EDS, serves the control your business needs. 
Enfotek EDS helps you to discover the most successful business model. The 
software brings tried and true organization, planning and monitoring methods to your 
business. Drive down your costs, increase your effectiveness and operate with a
more conscious control with Enfotek EDS.

High Level Coordination and Management

A company’s management, like the brain of the body, has to overcome complex and 
arduous tasks. It has to establish a strategy, organize [resources] and must have 
instantaneous checks and balances to see whether everything is working as 
planned. Enfotek EDS is a robust aid for management in this tough environment. 
Software presents complex data produced by company as desired, with its rich 
reporting options. By its nature, Enfotek EDS provides standardization of business 
processes and balances distribution of work across the organization. Enfotek EDS, 
provides access to true, accurate and reliable information across all managerial 
levels. Enfotek EDS’ confirmation and automated warning systems create a digital 
nervous system.
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Product and Order Management

Sustainability of a company is highly dependent on successful management of 
customer relationships. Apart from offering fast and accurate service with 
acceptable costs, a company needs to prove its expertise and business 
competency. This is only possible with a powerful order management.
Enfotek EDS, provides digital conversion of all order management data and it 
provides customer representative absolute control over collection,sample details, 
technical order requirements and product – material list.Multiple customer – model 
relationship: Enfotek EDS, allows free modelling and recoding technical information 
by model for collection creating efforts.

Quick Cost Estimation: Enfotek EDS supports generating prices by model and 
integrates necessary parameters such as raw material,accessories and labor to 
rapidly calculate quotes.

Detailed Order Filing: Enfotek EDS records model and order in a relation structure 
of model size, price, country and store / business.

Order Amount Revision Control: Revision of order amount automatically revises 
material requirements and purchase and, logs thechange.

Technical Directions and Measurement Table with Embed Image:
Enfotek EDS supports creating a table of technical directions and measurements 
with images, recorded by model. Images can be edited with graphic tools. Also, it 
enables recording of alternatives and change logs for a model.

Sample Tracking: Enfotek EDS, sampling module enables internal communication 
between marketing and sample provider to generate workorders, production 
planning and customer confirmation control for
samples.

Production Monitoring: Enfotek EDS updates production related information on 
order files instantaneously, enabling marketing to always access to accurate 
production information.

Integrated Storage: Enfotek EDS integrates purchase and free purchaseorders, 
and purchase department can constantly monitor what has entered and left the 
storage.

Raw material Monitoring: Enfotek EDS generates dispatch orders of raw materials 
for customer orders which use raw materials. Dispatch notes are generated 
automatically. Raw material wastage is monitored across production process.

Quality Control: Enfotek EDS is integrated to quality control module of inventory 
reception. Enables recording and monitoring statistical control
and laboratory test data.

Process Management

A company’s planning activities enables best utilization of resources,decreases 
costs and preventing order fulfillment delays.

Automatic pre-planning: Enfotek EDS generates an order process plan upon 
receiving order and authorizes appropriate user.

Production Planning: Enfotek EDS integrated process planning and production 
planning.

Management Contingency Warnings: Enfotek EDS sends a warning to 
management when conditions set by management is not met.



Material Planning, Purchase, Inventory Management

Raw material requirement planning, supply and storage operations are most 
expensive parts of production costs. Errors in these processes may cause serious 
waste and production delays. Enfotek EDS, enables generation of fast and 
error-free cost calculations by providing cost estimation modules that is specifically 
designed for your businessprocesses.
Enfotek EDS systematize requirement planning, supply and storage needs by 
utilizing company specific stock coding structures.
Enfotek EDS, provides convenience by powerful automated tools, of whose design 
is supported by Enfotek’s years of textile supply know-how andexperience.

Marketing to Production Integration: Enfotek EDS standardizes material 
information and enabling single material information to be used in
inter-departmental communications. Each department records department relevant 
material information to generate thorough material information.

Product Tree Generation: Enfotek EDS enables size based product trees for 
varying models. Upon generating a preliminary database, copying and editing 
increases the rate of product tree and product tree description generations.

Material Requirement Calculations: Enfotek EDS, considers production and 
supply waste in order - material level, it calculates requirement amounts 
automatically based on variant model, size and special orders and converts this 
data to material demands. Then, material demands are relayed to purchase 
department.

Easy Purchase: Enfotek EDS, automatically relays material description to 
purchase department. Purchase department does not lose labor time on searching 
for relevant data. Instead, it can focus on finding supply of precise material at 
appropriate costs.

Stock Reservation Support: during the purchase, Enfotek EDS generates a 
warning based on free stock and can reserve space for individual items or in batch 
level.

Barcoded Production Efficiency Monitoring: Enfotek EDS supports employee 
efficiency monitoring by operation barcode printing and barcode entry at employee 
level.

Quality Control: Enfotek EDS supports manual quality control data entry and 
reporting, integrated with barcode system.



Cost Control

Regardless of a company’s size, a key issue is accurate estimation and monitoring 
of costs. Increases in product and process variety causes cost control items 
amounts to thousands. Enfotek EDS, provides you with ability to calculate costs 
precisely and error-free with its cost estimationmodules, designed by your 
business’ processes. Thousands of calculations are conducted independently 
every day in a business and Enfotek EDS provides necessary information to 
budget, accounting andfinances.
With its advanced data infrastructure, Enfotek EDS relates all operations in terms 
of price, cost and exchange rate information, that is, providing monitoring and 
control for each individual cost item.

Pre-cost: Enfotek EDS supports quick pre-cost calculations based on previously 
categorized and recorded costs. Estimates are integrated with study case 
database and can calculate labor costs automatically.

Purchase Price Control: Enfotek EDS, combines integrated databases and 
previous purchases for price control and, allows multi-level priceconfirmation.

Dispatch – Invoice matching: Enfotek EDS enables quick control of contract 
price against invoice and controls order amount against amount in dispatch note.

Instantaneous Stock Costing: Enfotek EDS integrates various methods such as 
FIFO and LIFO with different currencies to find average or partialcosts.

Production Cost Control: Enfotek EDS, standardizes production methods and 
provides methods to decrease idle time so that labor costs can be reduced.

Supplier Evaluation: Enfotek EDS’ supplier evaluation modules enable seasonal 
supplier and cost evaluation.

Real Order Costs: Enfotek EDS controls actualized order costs against pre-costs 
and creates related tables automatically.

With its advanced data 
infrastructure, Enfotek EDS 
relates all operations in terms 
of price, cost and exchange 
rate information, that is, 
providing monitoring and 
control for each individual cost  
item.



High quality, low cost and timely production is the primary goal of all manufacturing 
organizations. These conditions can only be met with constant education, control 
and proactive development of production
units. This type of progress requires an integrated information system for 
production units.
Enfotek EDS includes specialize tools for planning and monitoring of production 
units. It supports manual, barcode based and hardware based data collection. 
Advanced study databases, which are exclusive toEnfotek, supports high level 
standardization. Line balancing and efficiency monitoring modules makes ideal 
development of production possible.
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 Advanced study databases, which 
are exclusive to Enfotek, supports 
high level standardization.

Study Based Prediction: Enfotek EDS, records operations and product features in a 
parametric and relational structure, with help of its
hierarchical time study database.

Advanced Production Scheduling: With its advanced process management tools, 
Enfotek EDS supports production scheduling
integrated with material resource planning.

Cutting Room Management: Integrated with product trees, Enfotek
EDS, makes cutting orders and marker planning easy in distinct orders
and in cloth allotment.

fast, easy, robust ERP



 

 

Financial affairs Management

Financial affairs management includes the modules which officiallyretrieve, 
integrate and record data from other modules. Financial affairs module is 
composed of cash, currents, banking, stock, invoicing, check /bonds, fixed assets 
and cost accounting sub-modules. As absolute integration introduces central 
control to Financial Affairs Managementmodule, it is able to monitor and inspect all 
other modules. In a cost based accounting perspective, accounting plan is 
disciplined and possibility of using unnecessary accounting items is reduced.

Cash: It is possible to set up cash account for varying currencies and transfer 
between accounts and branches.

Inventory: Enables grouped or categorized monitoring of stock.
Invoicing: Integrates dispatch notes, invoices and recording intoaccounting. VAT 
and other taxes are included parametrically.

Current Accounts: Provides monitoring of any current account of anycurrency, 
showing payments and receivables. It is also integrated to show related 
documentation.

Banking: Payment automation based on payable and receivable lists.

Check / Bonds: Enables paying with or receiving checks an bonds,control of 
activity, evaluation of exchange rate at maturity and recording into accounting.

Accounting: Main module of entire financial affairs module, where principles of 
operation and style / content of reporting is managed.

Accounting for Treasury: Module for managing criteria of calculation and
reporting for future reporting to state.

Fixed Assets: Monitoring of all fixed assets within a legal scope.

Human Resources Management

You can not only monitor all personnel records 
and related action dynamically due to 
consolidating features, but also you can report 
it without using any other applications. It 
includes most recent legal applications, can 
organize employees in an organizational chart 
and supports dynamic columns with drag / drop 
functions so that reports can be customized as 
desired. It is also integrate to accounting to 
automatically include payments to employees in 
accounting.
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